ABSTRACT
between underlying physiological processes. The relationship between FC of resting-state networks of the brain (z values) and DC was analyzed by a partial correlation. Results: Independent component analyses of resting-state fMRI showed decreased FC in frontoparietal default networks during unconsciousness, whereas FC in primary sensory networks increased. DC indicated a decline in frontal-parietal (area under the receiver characteristic curve, 0.92; 95% CI, 0.68-1.00) and frontooccipital (0.82; 0.53-1.00) feedback DC (P < 0.05 corrected). The changes of FC in the anterior default network correlated with the changes of DC in frontal-parietal (r partial = +0.62; P = 0.030) and frontal-occipital (+0.63; 0.048) electroencephalographic electrodes (P < 0.05 corrected).
Conclusion:
The simultaneous propofol-induced suppression of frontal feedback connectivity in the electroencephalogram and of frontoparietal FC in the fMRI indicates a fundamental role of top-down processing for consciousness.
T HE neural correlates of the hypnotic component of anesthesia and, in more general, unconsciousness are still poorly understood. One of the mysteries about general anesthesia is that, despite their diverse molecular structures and different receptor profiles, all anesthetics induce reversible loss of consciousness (LOC). [1] [2] [3] [4] Theoretical models suggested an impaired capacity of the brain to integrate information across specialized subsystems as common denominator. 1, [4] [5] [6] Following this reasoning, several studies have investigated the effects of general anesthesia on the functional connectivity (FC) in the resting brain and have found connectivity changes of cortical and subcortical networks. [7] [8] [9] [10] For example, FC in the frontoparietal networks was found to be decreased during propofol-induced LOC (PI-LOC), whereas FC in the lower-order sensory cortices remained unchanged. 7 This could be interpreted in terms of decreased higher-order cognitive processing, whereas lowerorder sensory processes were obviously preserved. Recent graph theoretical analyses of spontaneous blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) fluctuations in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) under PI-LOC demonstrated a general reconfiguration of the spatiotemporal organization of resting brain networks and indicated a general reduction in whole-brain spatiotemporal integration. 11 This disintegration was driven by a breakdown of subcorticocortical and corticocortical connectivity and profound decline in long-range connections. The relevance of frontal access to sensory information has been reinforced by an electroencephalographic study on vegetative-state patients who reported impaired frontal-to-temporal backward connectivity during an auditory mismatch negativity paradigm. 12 However, the results of the latter study have been critically discussed. 13 Current electroencephalographic studies demonstrated impaired frontal to parietal, top-down information processing during anesthesia. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] This finding is supposed to be in line with changes of FC during anesthesia-induced LOC. The link between these results, however, is still missing, and the question of whether and to what extent the observed changes in functional brain network organization reflect information processing in the underlying neural networks is still open. A combined measurement of electroencephalogram and fMRI would provide a step forward in order to overcome methodological limitations of both methods, for example, possible alterations of BOLD signals caused by hypnotic drugs. 19 To fill this gap, we performed simultaneous measurements of FC and of directional connectivity (DC) using high-resolution electroencephalogram during PI-LOC. Whereas fMRI FC indicates a probabilistic network dependency that is based on hemodynamic fluctuations of the BOLD signal on a time-scale of several seconds, electroencephalographic DC reflects directed "real-time" interactions along information pathways within cortical networks on a time-scale of milliseconds. 20 To quantify DC we used symbolic transfer entropy (STEn), which distinguishes driving and responding subsystems in complex nonlinear dynamics and detects asymmetry in their mutual interaction. 21 STEn is based on symbolic signal analysis, which inherits the concept of permutation entropy (PeEn). Although PeEn distinguishes responsiveness from unresponsiveness by indicating decreased "information content" in the electroencephalogram recording during anesthesia, 22, 23 STEn is assumed to specifically indicate anesthesia-induced effects on the systemic information processing of the brain. 15, 16 Therefore, it combines advantages of a stringent concept to infer the direction of interactions with robustness of symbolic analysis. We tested the hypothesis that top-down decoupling of higher-order frontal processes represents a feature of anesthesia-induced unconsciousness.
Materials and Methods

Subjects and Study Design
Fifteen male subjects participated in the study (21-32 yr old, mean age 25.8 yr). The current combined electroencephalographic-fMRI data have been acquired in a previous graph theoretical study of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations in fMRI under PI-LOC. 11 The study protocol was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee of the medical department of the Technische Universität München, Germany. All subjects were right-handed, drug-free, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Subjects had to give written informed consent and were reimbursed for participation. The subjects were instructed to lie in a supine position with their eyes closed and not to fall asleep. A baseline 63-channel electroencephalogram (10 min) at wakefulness (AW) was performed outside of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner and subsequently in the MRI scanner during the simultaneous resting-state fMRI measurement. In the MRI scanner, propofol was administered using a target-controlled infusion (TCI) pump (Open TCI; Space infusion system; Braun Medical, Melsungen, Germany) to obtain constant effect-site concentrations, as estimated by Jordan et al.
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the pharmacokinetic model of Marsh.
24 TCI concentrations were increased in 0.4 μg/ml steps beginning at 1.2 μg/ ml until volunteers stopped responding to the verbal command "squeeze my hand" accompanied by a firm handshake (PI-LOC, corresponding to a Ramsay sedation scale of 5-6 (Ramsay et al.) , 25 that is, sluggish or no response to tactile or auditory stimulation). TCI concentration at this point was maintained and kept stable for another 10 min to ensure equilibration of the estimated effect-site concentration. Having reached this equilibrium, simultaneous electroencephalogram and fMRI measurements were performed subsequently for about 10 min. After that, a phase of sedation at 50% of the PI-LOC concentration was recorded; however, movement artifacts prevented a reliable fMRI analysis of these data.
Electroencephalographic Acquisition and Preprocessing
For combined electroencephalographic-fMRI recordings, an interface unit (SyncBox; Brain Products, Gilching, Germany) was used to reduce timing-related errors in the fMRI artifact correction by synchronizing the clocks of the electroencephalographic amplifiers and the MRI gradients. The electroencephalogram was obtained using an MRI-compatible, 64-channel electrode cap with equidistantly arranged ring-type sintered nonmagnetic Ag/AgCl electrodes (Easycap, Herrsching, Germany) and two 32-channel, nonmagnetic, battery-operated electroencephalographic amplifiers (BrainAmp MR; Brain Products). One of the 64-channels was dedicated to registering the electrocardiogram and was placed over the chest (left anterior axillary line). Both of the signals were recorded with a 5 kHz sampling rate (BrainVision Recorder; Brain Products). The electroencephalographic signal preprocessing analyses were performed using a BrainVision Analyzer 2 (Brain Products). fMRI gradient artifacts in the electroencephalogram were averaged over a sliding window and subtracted from the electroencephalographic signals. 26 The cardioballistic artifacts caused by cardiomechanic electrode induction were removed using a template-detection method. The templates were based on the detected local maxima (R-peaks) and subtracted from the electroencephalogram using sliding windows of 21 epochs. 26 Finally, basic artifact rejection (sweeps with amplitudes exceeding 250 μV), average reference, and independent component analysis (ICA) for blind source separation of noncortical signal components were performed. Electroencephalographic analysis is based on fMRI gradient-synchronous signals recorded during AW and PI-LOC of all 15 subjects (63 effective channels, nonoverlapping artifact corrected signals of 10-s length at each six times the repetition time (1,838 ms) of fMRI sequence, zerophase digital filtered with 0.5-30 Hz total bandwidth, 200 Hz sampling frequency, N = 2,000 amplitude samples per signal).
Electroencephalographic PeEn
Nonlinear electroencephalographic PeEn has been established to reliably separate AW from PI-LOC. 23 PeEn quantifies the regularity structure of the neighboring order of signal values in order to reflect "information content" of the signal. 22 Basically, distortions of the electroencephalogram recordings in high-static and radiofrequency electromagnetic fields of the MRI scanner may challenge reliability of the signal analysis. A key advantage of the nonparametric PeEn over parametric analysis methods is its robustness against artifacts, signal distortions, and poorly known characteristics of the underlying dynamics, which makes this approach comparatively rugged against a specific selection of embedding parameters (dimension m, time lag l). 23, 27 Because of limitations in the signal quality of the present data, suitable embedding parameters of PeEn were based on previous electroencephalographic analyses: According to the signal length criterion m! < N we used m = 5, 22, 23, 27 and l = 5 in order to provide a sufficient deployment of trajectories within the state space of f the electroencephalographic β-band during AW and PI-LOC. 28 
Electroencephalographic STEn
The STEn has been introduced by Staniek et al. 21 in 2008 and inherits advantages of nonparametric PeEn, which analyzes amplitude orders instead of absolute amplitude values. In contrast to PeEn, the STEn does not only reflect information in one single electroencephalographic channel but also indicates the directed mutual interaction between two electroencephalographic signals x x x x N = { ( ), ( ), , ( )} 1 2 … and y y y y N = { ( ), ( ), , ( )} 1 2 … containing N amplitude samples as generated by systems (i.e., electrodes) X, Y. In particular, STEn detects strength and directionality of "information flow," which we used to quantify the DC. Therefore, STEn analyzes consecutive sequences −δ respectively) with respect to a transfer delay δ >0 is reflected by a generalized Markov property. Thereby, intrinsic prediction within one and the same signal is discarded by "subtracting" the probability p xi ( )
, respectively) that xi ∧ can be explained by xi ∧ −δ (or y i ∧ by y i ∧ −δ , respectively). Summarizing, calculation of STEn predicting information in system X from information in system Y is related to information theoretic entropy definition given by C. E. Shannon, see equation (1) .
The sum considers all triplets of permutations of order m in x, y, and p A B ( ) is the conditional probability that A occurs under condition B, p (A, B) is the joint probability of A and B. The directionality index, here denoted by STEn, quantifies the preferred direction of flow between systems X and Y as described in equation (2) .
Symbolic transfer entropy is expected to attain positive values for unidirectional coupling with X as the driver and negative values for Y driving X.
0 , a value STEn = 0 would indicate symmetric bidirectional coupling. A calculation example of STEn Y→X is shown in figure 1 . In the present analysis, STEn was computed over all channel pair combinations. Similar to PeEn, STEn is less sensitive to the choice of specific embedding parameters than comparable parametric measures of directed mutual interaction. 16, 21, [29] [30] [31] As for PeEn we used m = 5, l = 5, and a transfer delay δ = − 7 12 corresponding to 35-60 ms. Because the STEn is computed in the time space, a direct comparison to frequency-based signal analysis is not meaningful. Nevertheless, the applied settings result in a focus on information transfer in time scales within the electroencephalographic β-band, which is suspected to be relevant for long-range intercortical information exchange. 32, 33 If not specified, STEn is used below as a common shortcut for the directionality index and for STEn STEn
Computation of PeEn and STEn was performed using Lab-VIEW 8.5 (National Instruments, Austin, TX), where the core algorithms of PeEn and STEn were embedded in C, allowing parallel processing on an Intel Xeon-based workstation with Windows 7 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA).
Electroencephalographic DC Analysis
The effects of propofol on the PeEn in frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital electroencephalogram (changes of "information content") such as on the STEn-based DC in frontal-parietal, frontal-temporal, frontal-occipital, parietal-temporal, parietal-occipital, and temporal-occipital electroencephalogram (changes of DC) were indicated. Therefore, values of PeEn and of STEn in frontal (18 electrodes corresponding to Fp1-FC6 according to the 10-20 scheme), central (11 electrodes, C5-CP4), parietal (14 electrodes, P11-PO8), temporal (12 electrodes, FT1-TP12), and occipital (8 electrodes, O9-I12) recordings on the electroencephalogram were averaged. Discrimination of PeEn and STEn between AW and PI-LOC was evaluated using the area under the receiver characteristic curve (AUC). The AUC represents a nonparametric (independent from scale units and from assumptions on underlying distributions) statistical measure quantifying the correlation between observed clinical states (i.e., AW vs. PI-LOC) and a classifier (i.e., PeEn, STEn). It allows a simple interpretation, as AUC = 1 indicates a completely concordant relation between the clinical state and the classifier, AUC = 0 implies completely discordant relation, and AUC = 0.5 means that the classifier's results are as good as a random process with two possible outcomes. To determine the uncertainty of the realization of the test statistic, 95% two-sided percentile bootstrap CIs were applied at Bonferroni-corrected threshold P value of less than 0.05 for multiple tests (PK Tool; Department of Anesthesiology, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany). 34, 35 CI includes additional correction for multiple measurements by including only one random data point per subject and condition (AW, PI-LOC) for each bootstrap sample. 34, 36 To verify that STEn provided comparable results inside and outside the MRI scanner environment, results of both recordings during AW were compared using a permutation test with T 2 statistics for multivariate data (threshold P < 0.05; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). 37 Additionally, results of STEn obtained from the average reference and from referential FCz electrode montage were compared (permutation test with T 2 statistics for multivariate data). STEn may indicate spurious interdependencies in the electroencephalogram recordings caused by spectral changes. Therefore, we derived surrogates from the electroencephalographic signals: With the use of an iterative procedure of the amplitude-adjusted Fourier transform method, 38 surrogates inherit linear properties from the electroencephalogram (mean, variance, and autocovariance structure) by preserving the amplitude distribution but changing underlying dynamics to a linear random process. Differences 
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between STEn of the electroencephalogram and of surrogates as caused by signal nonlinearity are estimated using CI (Bonferroni-corrected threshold P < 0.05 based on 20 surrogates per electroencephalographic signal at AW and at PI-LOC). 16 
fMRI Acquisition and Preprocessing
The FC analyses refer to the fMRI data of the previously reported graph theoretical network analyses. 11 To study the effects of PI-LOC on the FC of brain networks, we performed an ICA of BOLD fluctuations in fMRI at rest. Therefore, a 3-Tesla whole-body MRI scanner (Achieva Quasar Dual; Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) with an eight-channel, phased-array head coil was used. The rest of the data were collected using a gradient echo planar imaging sequence (echo time = 30 ms, repetition time = 1,838 ms, flip angle = 75°, field of view = 220 × 220 mm 2 , matrix = 72 × 72, 32 slices, slice thickness = 3 mm, and 1-mm interslice gap; 10-min acquisition time, resulting in 300 volumes). fMRI data were preprocessed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM) 5. ‡ ‡ ‡ This process consisted of realigning the images to correct for motion and related susceptibility artifacts and of spatially normalizing all the images to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute echo planar imaging template. Finally, the images were resampled to a voxel resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 using a fifth-degree spline interpolation and smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian kernel. Only scans with head movements less than 2 mm between two subsequent slices were accepted for further analysis. The data were corrected for slice time to account for interleaved slice acquisition. The six head movement parameters from the realignment and global signals within the white matter and ventricular cerebrospinal fluid were defined in a multiple regression model to remove unspecific signal variation from the time series.
fMRI FC Analysis
For the independent component network (ICN) analyses, the preprocessed data were decomposed into spatially independent components within a group ICN analysis (ICA) framework using the GIFT software. § § § The dimensionality estimation was performed using the minimum description length criteria, resulting in 36 independent components that represented the mean of all the individual estimates. Before the volumes were entered into the ICA, a voxel-wise z-transformation on the time course data was performed. The calculated scaling factor was reintegrated into the data by voxel-wise multiplication before entering the individual's spatial maps into the secondlevel statistics to preserve each individual's variance magnitude profile while leaving the normalized time course of the component unchanged. 39 In this manner, the multivariate ICA algorithm for correlating the variance between voxels, that is, the FC, was rendered independent of the original BOLD signal magnitude across the subjects. The data were concatenated and reduced by a two-step principal component analysis, followed by an independent component estimation using the Infomax algorithm. 40 The stability of the estimated components was ensured using 30 ICASSO iterations. 41 The subject-specific components, as represented by the spatial maps with unit variance and associated time courses, were subsequently obtained using a back reconstruction algorithm. We then used SPM 5 and SPM 8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University of London, London, United Kingdom) to perform the statistical analysis of higher cortical networks and primary sensory networks that were hypothetically affected by the anesthesia, that is, the default mode network (DMN) and primary visual and auditory networks. 7 These networks were identified on the basis of extensive previous research on resting-state networks of the brain. 42 For the statistical analysis of the connectivity changes between the conditions, we defined a 1 × 2 ANOVA model (full-factorial design) with "condition" as the within-subject factor (AW vs. PI-LOC) and spatial field maps resulting from ICA analysis as dependent variables. We explicitly masked the condition comparisons using the network masks that resulted from the F-contrast. As a secondary variable, to investigate the effect of thalamocortical coupling, we performed a correlation analysis of the time courses of a thalamic region of interest and cortical ICNs (two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA model). The results are reported using the height threshold P value less than 0.001 (uncorrected) at the voxel level and extent threshold P value less than 0.05 (familywise error corrected) at the cluster level.
Correlation Analysis of FC (fMRI) and DC (Electroencephalogram)
Addressing the hypothesis of propofol-induced changes of higher-order frontal processes, the relationship between FC and direction of interaction (DC) in individuals was investigated by removing the differences between subjects and looking at the changes within. Therefore, we performed a partial correlation analysis (with the corresponding t test for the regression slope) between the individual mean z scores of frontoparietal ICNs and mean STEn (r partial ) at a threshold P value of less than 0.05. 43, 44 Partial correlation considers repeated observations (both conditions AW and PI-LOC) and takes into account the variability of measurements made on different subjects and the variability between measurements. Variations due to the subject-related factors were removed by ANOVA.
Results
Propofol Concentration and Cardiorespiratory Monitoring
Propofol-induced LOC (denoted as individuals having a loss of response to repeated verbal commands) occurred at mean TCI effect-site plasma concentration of 2.97 µg/ml (SD, 0.47 µg/ml). During PI-LOC, the subjects showed a statistically significant drop in their mean arterial blood pressure to 87. showed a small but statistically significant decline from 98 to 96% (P = 0.001), whereas the changes in heart rate, respiratory rate, and end-expiratory carbon dioxide were not significant ( 
Effects of PI-LOC on Electroencephalographic PeEn and on STEn (DC)
From AW to PI-LOC, PeEn showed a significant decline of parameter values, as indicated by an AUC = 0.83 (0.55-1.00) at the frontal electrodes, whereas changes in parietal, temporal, and occipital were not significant ( fig. 1, , during AW and PI-LOC). Thereby, feedback (frontal to parietal) flow decreased from AW to PI-LOC (table 1) .
During AW, the STEn showed a balanced bidirectional information exchange among the frontal and central electrodes, whereas the posterior parietal and occipital electrodes primarily received information ( fig. 2A ). In contrast, at PI-LOC the STEn showed a decreased bidirectional information exchange between the frontal and the posterior (parietal, temporal, and occipital) electrodes, resulting in a more unidirectional feedforward information flow ( fig. 2B ). This shift of information exchange was indicated by a decrease in top-down interaction (STEn X→Y ) from the frontal to posterior electrodes, whereas the bottom-up interaction (STEn Y→X ) was persevered during PI-LOC (table 1) .
Validity of electroencephalographic analysis was demonstrated by the following results: First, no statistical differences were observed between STEn obtained from recordings outside the MRI scanner and during fMRI at AW. Second, STEn did not show statistical differences between both montages (average reference and FCz). Third, during AW and during PI-LOC, STEn X→Y (STEn Y→X ) from the electroencephalogram recording indicated higher values than STEn X→Y (STEn Y→X ) from surrogates in all considered electrode combinations (P < 0.05). In contrast to STEn obtained from the electroencephalogram recording, surrogate-based STEn failed to show effects of propofol in any electrode combinations.
Effects of PI-LOC on fMRI FC
The fMRI data of three subjects had to be excluded because of movement artifacts. We found preserved synchronized spontaneous BOLD fluctuations during PI-LOC. Higherorder frontoparietal networks (i.e., posterior and anterior DMN, left and right frontoparietal attention networks) and lower-order sensory networks (i.e., primary auditory cortex and primary visual cortex) could be consistently identified during both conditions. During PI-LOC, the intrinsic FC of the analyzed networks showed a dichotomous behavior. Although the FC within higher-order frontoparietal networks (i.e., anterior and posterior DMN, left and right frontoparietal attention networks) significantly decreased, the FC within primary sensory networks (i.e., the primary auditory and visual cortices) significantly increased (table 2  and fig. 3 ). Of the DMN, the medial anterior prefrontal cortex, precuneus, and posterior cingulate cortex exhibited decreased FC (i.e., were less integrated into the network). Furthermore, a significant uncoupling of the thalamus and cortical ICNs was observed (AW: partial-η 2 = 0.12; PI-LOC: partial-η 2 = 0.03; P = 0.0035; main effect of condition, df = 1; F = 15.44). fMRI FC, full-factorial ANOVA (n = 12): T-contrast of condition-specific effects, we report only cluster at a family-wise error corrected extent threshold P < 0.05 at an uncorrected voxel threshold P < 0.001. * At the left primary auditory cortex, for which we had a specific hypothesis (a priori, and also by effects on the right side), we lowered the underlying voxel threshold to P < 0.005. DMN = default mode network; FC = functional connectivity; fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute; PI-LOC = Propofol-induced loss of consciousness; x, y, z = MNI coordinates. Jordan et al.
Neurophysiological Correlate of Unconsciousness
Correlation between FC and DC
The analysis was performed on the data of the 10 subjects for whom we had complete simultaneous electroencephalographic-fMRI data sets (in 2 of the 12 subjects included in the fMRI analysis, parts of the electroencephalogram were too noisy for a reliable analysis). Partial correlations were performed between fMRI FC of identified higherorder frontoparietal networks (i.e., posterior and anterior DMN) and DC (STEn) in all electrode combinations. The propofol-induced decrease in FC of the anterior DMN within the individual was significantly correlated with the change of information direction (STEn) in following electroencephalographic electrode combinations (table 3) : frontal → parietal (r partial = +0.62; P = 0.030) and frontal → occipital (r partial = +0.63; P = 0.048). All other correlations between FC of the DMN (posterior and anterior) and DC were not significant. Considering the results of fMRI FC (main effects of propofol within the frontoparietal DMN) and electroencephalographic DC (main effects within the frontal-posterior electrodes), Bonferroni correction was only applied for correlations between the DMN and frontal-posterior electrodes.
Discussion
In the current study, we simultaneously measured fMRI and high-resolution electroencephalogram measurements during PI-LOC in order to investigate the meaning of FC changes in fMRI for cortical information processing during unconsciousness. We found that the known decoupling between higher-order frontal processes and posterior sensory processes in fMRI was correlated with the breakdown of top-down DC between the same networks in the electroencephalogram.
Correlation of FC in fMRI and DC in the Electroencephalogram
The correlation of FC and DC in the same cohort of subjects examines the underlying mechanisms of anesthesia-induced unconsciousness. To investigate the relationship between FC in fMRI (i.e., spatiotemporal coherence of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations) and DC in the electroencephalogram (i.e., information exchange between corresponding electroencephalographic channels, measured by STEn), we performed a partial correlation analysis of FC and DC. We found that the decreased FC in the anterior DMN is mainly On the left, the average (avg) network for 12 subjects is displayed on the glass brain template of statistical parametric mapping (SPM) 8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University of London, London, United Kingdom; full-factorial ANOVA, F-contrast over all subjects and conditions at the family-wise error-corrected cluster threshold P < 0.05 and the uncorrected voxel threshold P < 0.001) for both conditions (at wakefulness [AW]; PI-LOC). On the right, significant intrinsic FC changes between AW and PI-LOC are displayed on the average T1 brain template of SPM 8 (full-factorial ANOVA: T-contrast of condition-specific effects at the same thresholds, with the exception of the primary auditory cortex. Here, only the right auditory cortex survived a family-wise error-corrected cluster threshold at the predefined voxel threshold of P < 0.001; after lowering the (whole-brain) voxel threshold to P < 0.005, we also found significant family-wise error-corrected changes in FC in the left auditory cortex). The red to yellow scales indicate increased FC; the dark to light blue scales indicate decreased FC. Partial correlation analysis (coefficients r partial ) on the data of the 10 subjects for whom we had complete simultaneous electroencephalographic and functional fMRI data sets. Correlations were performed between fMRI FC of identified higher-order frontoparietal networks (i.e., posterior and anterior DMN) and electroencephalographic DC of STEn directionality index (STEn) in all electrode combinations. * Significant correlations at corrected threshold P < 0.05 (correction of P values includes only correlations between the DMN and three frontal → posterior STEns). DC = directed connectivity; DMN = default mode network; FC = functional connectivity; fMRI = magnetic resonance imaging; r partial = correlation coefficient of partial correlation analysis; STEn = symbolic transfer entropy.
correlated with the decrease in top-down information flow from the frontal to the parietal and occipital electroencephalographic electrodes. This finding supports the significant role of frontal cortex interaction in conscious perception and demonstrates a direct correlation between the spatiotemporal coherence of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations in fMRI and information exchange between corresponding cortical areas in the electroencephalogram. This implies that the observed dichotomy between the FC of higher-order frontoparietal and the FC of posterior sensory networks reflects changes in cortical information processing. The observation of an impaired top-down access to sensory processes during general anesthesia is supported by an analysis of spectral electroencephalographic changes during PI-LOC. Dynamic causal modeling indicated that LOC was accompanied by a decrease in backward corticocortical connectivity from frontal to parietal cortices, whereas thalamocortical connectivity remained unchanged. 45 On a more fundamental level, our observations are compatible with theories attributing consciousness to the capacity of the brain to integrate distributed information. 46 The observed decoupling of higher-order frontal and posterior sensory processes are reminiscent of Baars' "theater of consciousness metaphor," 47 in which prefrontal areas act as a stage on which primary sensory information is displayed and spotlighted by attention processes. This is in accordance with results in previous graph theoretical analysis indicating a general reduction of whole-brain spatiotemporal integration with a pronounced breakdown of long-range corticocortical connections although no changes were found within primary sensory cortices.
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Effects of PI-LOC on FC in fMRI
In line with previous studies on anesthetized monkeys, 48 sedated, 8 anesthetized, 7, 9, 49 and sleeping [50] [51] [52] human subjects, as well as comatose patients, [53] [54] [55] we found preserved synchronized spontaneous BOLD fluctuations under PI-LOC. As hemodynamic and respiratory effects of propofol infusion may influence the fMRI data, 56 we monitored the respiratory rate and end-expiratory carbon dioxide levels but could not find any significant differences between AW and PI-LOC. Propofol administration resulted in decreased (mainly systolic) blood pressure, a known side effect of the drug. 57 This corresponds to positron emission tomography studies with propofol, which showed decreased cerebral blood flow 58 and raises the question of whether the observed effects in the fMRI resulted from FC changes or simply from changes in cerebral blood flow.
However, both our study, as well as previous studies 7 has shown different FC effects in different brain networks. This is strong evidence against a primary hemodynamic cause of the observed changes at the level of BOLD connectivity. Similar to Boveroux et al. 7 we found distinct effects of PI-LOC on higher-order frontoparietal networks and primary sensory networks. Although they found unchanged FC in primary sensory networks, the FC within these networks in our study actually increased. That these observations cannot be explained by pure pharmacological (hemodynamic) effects has been demonstrated by a previous positron emission tomography study that compared propofol and dexmedetomidin (an anesthetic drug that allows a return of consciousness without changing the plasma concentration) to differentiate the state-related changes from the pharmacological effects of the anesthetic drugs. 59 A combined analysis of both drugs revealed that the return of consciousness involved activation of the brainstem, thalamus, and the anterior cingulated cortex arousal networks that lead to a restored FC within the frontoparietal networks. We propose that both increased and decreased FC could be the result of thalamocortical and corticocortical decoupling. In distributed networks, such as the frontoparietal networks, thalamocortical decoupling may lead to disintegration of the network. In local networks, such as primary sensory networks, decoupling from the input (thalamus) and from the feedback by higher-order frontoparietal processes leads to a decoupling of the local processes and increased synchronization within these local modules. Following this argumentation, it could be shown that increased FC in primary sensory cortices during unconsciousness reflects a kind of self-employment rather than functional relevant sensory processing.
Effects of PI-LOC on DC in the Electroencephalogram
Symbolic transfer entropy analysis of the electroencephalogram recordings revealed a change of directionality of information exchange between frontal and posterior (parietal and occipital) electrodes from AW to PI-LOC. Whereas the top-down flow was predominant at AW, a breakdown of top-down communication and prevailed bottom-up flow was observed at PI-LOC. The maintained unidirectional feedforward interaction in electroencephalographic DC along with a decreased FC in the frontoparietal DMN emphasizes a different meaning of connectivity: FC reflects the spatiotemporal coherence of hemodynamic fluctuations and may indicate the network's readiness to integrate information, whereas DC directly captures the actual interactions on a systemic processing level. Therefore, decreased FC is not necessarily related to a suppressed DC but may indicate a changing behavior of mutual interaction in the electroencephalogram, e.g., decreased feedback information flow. Our observation of impaired top-down information flow in high-resolution electroencephalogram supports recent eight-channel (frontal-parietal, frontal-temporal, and bihemispheric) electroencephalographic results from surgical patients under general anesthesia with ketamine, propofol, and sevoflurane, 16, 18 indicating that impaired frontal-to-parietal feedback may be a general neurophysiological correlate of impaired consciousness. In contrast to Ku et al. 16 and Lee et al., 18 we performed a high-resolution, 63-channel electroencephalographic analysis revealing possible effects among all cortical regions without a priori assumptions.
Using surrogates of the electroencephalogram recordings, we could demonstrate that STEn indicates signal characteristics beyond linear randomness of the power spectrum. Therefore, spurious causality related to spectral changes did not account for our primary findings. Likewise, possible montage-specific effects were considered by analyzing STEn based on average reference and on FCz reference. No differences were found between both montages. Nevertheless, previous analyses during propofol anesthesia that were based on electroencephalographic Granger causality reported contradictory results, 29, 30 that is, an increase of frontal to posterior connectivity in electroencephalogram. 30 Robust nonparametric PeEn and STEn as used in the current investigation may provide reliable results, even if different embedding parameters, transfer delays, and montages are used for analysis. 16 The observed decoupling of posterior sensory and higher frontal processes is further supported by results from an fMRI study of an auditory verbal memory task under propofol sedation, which showed impaired connectivity of the primary auditory cortex with frontal regions. 60 
Electroencephalographic Monitoring of Depth of Anesthesia
Permutation entropy has been introduced as a reliable electroencephalographic measure to separate responsiveness and unresponsiveness during anesthesia. 23, 61 The observed decrease of PeEn at unconsciousness in frontal electroencephalogram is related to the decreased FC of the frontoparietal ICN. It may indicate a decrease of frontal information processing during PI-LOC and correspondence between electroencephalographic information processing and functional integration of higher-order frontal networks in fMRI. Furthermore, this study shows that STEn separates AW from PI-LOC by reflecting the correlation between a consciousness state and cortical information processing. These considerations are not only of theoretical interest but also of clinical relevance for monitoring the hypnotic component of anesthesia. Electroencephalographic depth of anesthesia monitoring has been suggested as a technique supplementing standard monitoring to prevent intraoperative awareness. However, a recent study suggested a limited value of a commercially available electroencephalographic monitor for detecting intraoperative awareness. 62 Mechanism-based approaches as introduced by STEn represent a step forward for future electroencephalographic monitors as they may specifically address processes of cortical dynamics. Validated by independent data sets, our study demonstrates the potential of entropy-based measures (PeEn and STEn) for quantifying unconsciousness during general anesthesia by indicating changes in frontal to posterior information processing.
Conclusion
In summary, our findings show for the first time that changes in FC in fMRI during unconsciousness correlate with simultaneous changes in DC in the electroencephalogram. This indicates that one underlying mechanism of functional decoupling of "higher-order" frontal and "lower-order" parietal processes during unconsciousness is the breakdown of directional feedback connectivity. To what extent our observations can be generalized with respect to other anesthetics requires further investigation. Ultimately, the "chicken or the egg problem" needs to be addressed, that is, whether the observed changes in information processing between cortical networks are the cause or the result of thalamocortical decoupling. With our data at hand, we cannot properly address the causality between thalamic and cortical effects of propofolinduced unconsciousness. However, both the observed dissociation of impaired feedback connectivity and preserved feedforward connectivity in electroencephalogram recordings as well as the preserved intrinsic FC in primary sensory networks in fMRI suggest a primary effect on cortical dynamics.
